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P L A C E M E N T
The Best vs the worst

The Unicorn

Do not place your gems too close to the bottom of the
teeth. The friction and force from chewing will be too

much for the gem and bounce them off quicker. If you
are placing it closer to the edge, make sure your tooth

is etched properly and adequate bond is on.
*this is too low and chances are it

will fall off quicker

Teeth further back also absorb a lot of force.
Encourage your client to go no further back then 1
tooth directly behind the canine. Even that tooth

increases the chance of coming off quicker.
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P L A C E M E N T
The Best vs the worst

The Unicorn

The best place for a tooth gem is the canine or incisor
(in between front and canine) and in the middle. 

Placing tooth gems on the bottom must be done
responsibly. This can cause bite issues if the top teeth

are hitting the gems. This will also pop off the gems
almost immediately. If a client cannot clear the space

between the backs of their front teeth and the
bottom, do not place gems on them.



C R E A T I N G  D E S I G N S
& patterns

When doing designs

that are close like

this, etch your entire

surface together and

work as one piece.

Do not cure/prime

individually. Work as

one gem.

The Unicorn



C R E A T I N G  D E S I G N S
& patterns

When doing designs that are the same tooth

but a little further apart, do it individually.

You do not want to etch more space then

you need. 

The Unicorn



Do one tooth at a time. Leaving a tooth etched and exposed for

longer than necessary increases the chances of your clients

breathe/saliva depositing bacteria in the open enamel and

could cause discoloration, cavities, gems to fall off quicker and

problems for your client. 

Work responsibly and give your attention to one tooth at a time.

M U L T I P L E  T E E T H
Tooth Gems

The UNicorn



The diverse ways to apply

APPLICATION

The Unicorn

Dispensing a tiny amount of vaseline into your dish

can work as a great medium. simply use the opposite

end of a microbrush. Lightly dip in Vaseline to

create a wax-like stickiness that the gem will stick

to. Twist it into place on the tooth. Simply dispose

a small amount of petroleum jelly into your well

(or wherever you like), do not dip your brush into a

jar and risk cross contamination.

Precision tweezers are extremely fine tipped

and great for picking up crystals.



If you do not ensure that your bond/adhesive has come up

around half way of your gems they will pop off the tooth leaving

only the foil backing found on the Swarovski's. Locking your

gems is the process of bringing your adhesive half up the gems,

all around, to ensure it has been sealed into place. 

LOCKING IN YOUR GEMS

The Unicorn

If you are noticing gems are coming off and the foil is

still securely attached to the tooth, this means it was

not locked in with adhesive around your gem.



tools & Tips

Ensure your syringe tips are tightened on by

pushing it down onto your syringes and

twisting clockwise until tight

The Unicorn

Keep your etch and adhesives/primers at room

temperature. Do not allow the product to get to

warm or cold as it will ruin your products.

Keep them out of the light, even ambiance

lighting as this can cure your products.

Ensure your tooth is DRY. If you notice the tooth is

getting wet from the gumline, stick a bud along the

edge under the lip. Do not talk to your client as the

tooth will get wet from the tongue pushing saliva

forward and the cheeks producing moisture. Work

quickly as your clients breathe will deposit

moisture on their teeth as well.
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Approaches vary to this style, we like to work from the

middle out. Create a line down the centre of the tooth with

the Micro Swarovski's and work your way out. More

detailed written instructions are included when Pave

gems are purchased.

P A V E / D I S C O B A L L / C H A N D E L I E R
creating

The Unicorn



Gently pull back on the TEMPORARY/UNIVERSAL syringe after

dispensing. This will suction some of the adhesive back into

the syringe so it is not wasted. 

 

STORING: Keep your syringes in a dark area, standing upright

(so adhesives do not clog the tips) and at room temperature. 

These will stop working if its too hot or cold.

 

SYRINGE HACK

The Unicorn



Don't forget to review the

common gem questions!

FAQ

The Unicorn
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Give yourself plenty of time (at least 6

months) to become confident with

consistent gem application. Techniques vary

and you are welcome to use any of ours

including in this training and mix & match

with other resources out there. 

G I V E  Y O U R S E L F  T I M E
Tooth Gems are simple, but come

down to technique

The Unicorn



If you do not ensure that your bond/adhesive has come up

around half way of your gems they will pop off the tooth leaving

only the foil backing found on the Swarovski's. Locking your

gems is the process of bringing your adhesive half up the gems,

all around, to ensure it has been sealed into place. 

LOCKING IN YOUR GEMS

The Unicorn

If you are noticing gems are coming off and the foil is

still securely attached to the tooth, this means it was

not locked in with adhesive around your gem.


